WHY ACER

MAKE THE RIGHT DECISION
When it comes to selecting your next computing solution, make sure you are getting a fast and reliable solution that fits your business and budget. Whether you’re preparing for business continuity plans, shifting to a mobile or cloud workforce, working in rugged environments, or unlocking your creativity, you need technology that helps you make the leap and hit the ground running.

Acer builds rock-solid, performance PCs with industry-low failure rates and proven reliability. Acer’s innovative laptops, Chromebooks, desktops, tablets, displays and projectors offer the very latest solutions, design, and advanced features. You can be sure that Acer brings true value to your business.

More choices.
Designed for enterprise, rugged, or creator workspaces, Acer offers a complete line of quality-built products to fulfill your business computing needs. Choose from notebooks to desktops, Chromebooks to Chromeboxes or Chromebases, monitors to tablets. Acer has your solution.

Easy to use. Easy to deploy.
Your time is valuable. Acer notebooks, desktops and Chrome devices running Windows 10 Professional or Chrome Enterprise are intuitive and easy to use. By providing IT with the ability to deploy and manage devices remotely and about an 8 second boot time, our Chrome devices make getting to work easy.

Remote work? No problem.
Acer provides a variety of devices to stay productive and connected wherever your work takes you. Acer’s robust and secure Windows 10 Professional notebooks provide proven performance. Built for the cloud and engineered specifically for business, Acer also offers a wide range of Enterprise Chromebooks for work from any location. Pair an Acer monitor to complete your solution.

Reliable and durable.
You need your PCs to work and stand up to rugged everyday use—Acer devices deliver. On par with industry benchmarks, Acer computing solutions tend to last with highly-spec’d features and options, ratings and materials such as military standard compliance and stylish yet durable finishes. Acer also offers a specifically designed line of rugged devices made to endure the rigors of more demanding workspaces.

Rest assured.
In the unlikely event of a problem with an Acer device, Acer’s Premiere Care Service option provides outstanding support from Acer’s award-winning US-based service organization for immediate attention and swift resolution.
TECHNOLOGY MADE EASY TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS

Acer understands that your business demands speed, mobility and data security. So, we’ve designed hardware solutions that boost performance and provide unmatched security for all critical data. For any industry, we’ve got you covered. Acer’s full range of powerful, durable, and reliable hardware solutions help your business achieve powerful results. Call your representative today to discuss Acer solutions!

LAPTOPS

Acer’s business laptops deliver an array of durability and security features, form factor options and all-day battery life to work anywhere, anytime—in the office, at home, in the studio, or in the field.

CHROMEBOOKS

Secure by design, Acer business-ready Chromebooks with Chrome Enterprise offer cloud management, easy to access apps, and fast deployment.

TABLET

Acer’s rugged tablet line, are built tough through and through with military grade ruggedness and powerful multi-tasking performance.

DISPLAYS & STATIONARY

Acer professional monitors and stationary solutions come in a variety of form factors that meet various business needs. Built for business monitor options include an ergonomic adjustable stand as well as VESA mount support.